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http://ameg.me/index.php/sea-ice

Less summer sea ice＝less cooling albedo＝more warming＝more methane release.

The observed data in above site shows those emergent realities.

⑵A hero with group in the scientific society has suddenly appeared from UK submarine

beneath Arictic ocean to declear the salvation. Also we must get involved with them !!!.

http://ameg.me/

http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_C.pdf

http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf
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possibility.possibility.possibility.

possibility.

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/03/18/climate-tech-fixes-urged-for-arctic-methane/

Meteorologist Lord (Julian) Hunt, who chaired the meeting of the All Party Parliamentary

Group on Climate Change, clarified that an abrupt methane release from the current

warming waswaswas

was

notnotnot

not

inevitableinevitableinevitable

inevitable

, describing that as “an issue for scientific debate”.But he also

said that some in the scientific community had been reluctant to discuss the possibility.

“There is quite a lot of suppression and non-discussion of issues that are difficult, and one

of those is in fact methane,” he said, recalling a reluctance on the part of at least one senior

scientists involved in the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment to discuss the impact that a

methane release might have.
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In
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emergency
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.

http://www.realclimate.org/

The one picture had already told all the methan emergency paradigm in Arctic from

the beggining (ice lid deminishing)to the end(fire ball earth).

http://ameg.me/index.php/sea-ice
http://ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_C.pdf
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/03/18/climate-tech-fixes-urged-for-arctic-methane/
http://www.realclimate.org/
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By anyhow,the global temperature must be turned to decrease as first as possible in order to

stabilize global climate by operations on CO2CO2CO2

CO2

sinksinksink

sink

and on oceanoceanocean

ocean

temperaturetemperaturetemperature

temperature

coolingcoolingcooling

cooling

.

⑴CO2CO2CO2

CO2

SINK:SINK:SINK:

SINK:

It would take about 20～30 years to become effective for temperature down.As is slow,but is

Indispensable tototo

to

accomplishaccomplishaccomplish

accomplish

permanentpermanentpermanent

permanent

globalglobalglobal

global

climateclimateclimate

climate

stabilizingstabilizingstabilizing

stabilizing

.

⒜Substantial ban for carbon fuel except that for survival limit consuming(20％).

⒝Global scale of forestization on Land and Marine for giantic CO2 sink sources.

⒞Artificial CO2 sink methods.

⑵GlobalGlobalGlobal

Global

OceanOceanOcean

Ocean

TemperatureTemperatureTemperature

Temperature

Cooling(GOTC):Cooling(GOTC):Cooling(GOTC):

Cooling(GOTC):

This method takes no time to temperature down.However the construction is outrageous!.

Note that global climate is ruled by globalglobalglobal

global

oceanoceanocean

ocean

surfacesurfacesurface

surface

temperaturetemperaturetemperature

temperature

.Because it is due to

thethethe

the

debtdebtdebt

debt

heatheatheat

heat

accumulated on earth＝incoming solar ray input heat－outgoing heat by

surface cooling radiation.Then the troublesome debt heat is reseved in global ocean of

depth nearly 600m(dynamic global heat capacity＜＜Total global heat capy of depth 3000m).

Note sea water temperature of deeper sea is cooler than that of surface one.So taking and

pouring the former into the latter could make sea surface cooling down by water pumping.

⒜geoengineering of ocean cooling.

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release/2010/100216221305.htm

⒝automatic ocean cooler by wind power.
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf

⑶SpecialSpecialSpecial

Special

ArcticArcticArctic

Arctic

Geo-Engineering:Geo-Engineering:Geo-Engineering:

Geo-Engineering:

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/03/18/climate-tech-fixes-urged-for-arctic-methane/

Only above mentioned method⑴⑵ could not be sufficient for emergent Arctic cooling.

Therefore something special countermeasure is necessary against Arctic.

As you know by mentioned in [[[

[

２]]]

]

,we could not yet get sufficient pragmatical tools and the

regime.Therefore global endeavouring must be emergently necessary !!.

http://www.sciencedaily.com/release/2010/100216221305.htm
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/03/18/climate-tech-fixes-urged-for-arctic-methane/
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Essentially to tell,once the climate scientists(geo-physicists)society had disclosed emergent

reality of Arctic methane catastrophe possibilyt wihtout any hesitation,their duty would have

substantially accomplished.So far author have seen,the climate scientist society seems to

have establishsd firmfirmfirm

firm

consensusconsensusconsensus

consensus

ononon

on

thethethe

the

ArcticArcticArctic

Arctic

MethaneMethaneMethane

Methane

Emergency.Emergency.Emergency.

Emergency.

☞:If someone had the objection,please report to author.
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,

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/03/120313122456.htm

It's very evident that they consider admitting [[[
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]

would cause their jobless in huge

carbon consuming regime.CaringCaringCaring

Caring

forforfor

for
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Therefore the necessary following stage must be that

of economistseconomistseconomists

economists

and engineersengineersengineers

engineers

who emergently start to designdesigndesign

design

newnewnew

new

globalglobalglobal

global

economicseconomicseconomics

economics

---

-

politicspoliticspolitics

politics

REGIMEREGIMEREGIME

REGIME
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designdesigndesign
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in oder to adapt { [[[
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and

securingsecuringsecuring

securing

allallall

all

globalglobalglobal

global

people'speople'speople's

people's

tomorrowtomorrowtomorrow

tomorrow

lifelifelife

life

in survivalsurvivalsurvival

survival

limitlimitlimit

limit

(operation Global Ramadan)}.

Yes, the design would be not so easy,but is decisively necessary for surviving of us all !!!!!!!!!.

The next stage must be that of businessbusinessbusiness

business

&&&

&

policypolicypolicy

policy

makermakermaker

maker

farmfarmfarm

farm

.To tell from very

beggining,thethethe

the

crisiscrisiscrisis

crisis

andandand

and

chaoschaoschaos

chaos

ofofof

of

todaytodaytoday

today

has been being caused entirelly by the latter who

has been rejecting and more over supressing the scientist to declear the fatal climate reality.

⑶Note this is the most serious problem of bettingbettingbetting

betting

allallall

all

livesliveslives

lives

ononon

on

earthearthearth

earth

.At now when none

could have seen those fatal reality by own eye could tell anything the skepticism on CCC.

Then could they realy owe their fatal responsibility for their humbug argueing when those

had revealed the reality.The left time for global salvation is not so long(few years).The most

emergent work at now is making decisivedecisivedecisive

decisive

drasticdrasticdrastic

drastic

decisiondecisiondecision

decision

toward global salvation.
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Who

hashashas

has
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thethethe
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fatalfatalfatal

fatal

climateclimateclimate
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reality
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and
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http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

ExxonMobil is continuing to fund climate sceptic groups.The oil company belongs to the

USA imperial Rockefeller the substantial boss of Bilderberg Groupe the strongest power in

the world.However,even as Rockefeller system,they could not work on,if their subordinates

had done sabotage.All would depend on this simple deed(massivemassivemassive

massive

publicpublicpublic

public

movementmovementmovement

movement

bybyby

by

non-cooperationnon-cooperationnon-cooperation

non-cooperation

withwithwith

with

nonnonnon

non

violence(M.Gandhiviolence(M.Gandhiviolence(M.Gandhi

violence(M.Gandhi

)).

mailto:motoji-suzuki@key.ocn.ne.jp?subject=Objection%20against%20emergent%20fatality%20of%20Arctic%20Methane%20Catastrophe%20
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/03/120313122456.htm
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
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⑴"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it

to stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano- http://upsidedownworld.org/

⑵A ruler rules people by threatenningthreatenningthreatenning

threatenning

of his power and with exploitationexploitationexploitation

exploitation

from them

(unrighteousnessunrighteousnessunrighteousness

unrighteousness

).While God is with righteousnessrighteousnessrighteousness

righteousness

.Therefore a ruler hates genuine

religion(righteousnessrighteousnessrighteousness

righteousness

),which turn ruler to be upsideupsideupside

upside

downdowndown

down

(war,conspiracy,injustice,...war,conspiracy,injustice,...war,conspiracy,injustice,...

war,conspiracy,injustice,...

).

Even though,some ignorant and stupid people has been worshipping imperials.

This simple,but strict paradigm very well agrees with "state of now world".

＊warswarswars

wars

＝middle east nations invasion by USA the military industry complex.

attack upside down portion of what enemy think ....Sun Tzu.

＊conspiracyconspiracyconspiracy

conspiracy

＝CIA(conspiracy world is upside down..by Allen Dares).

BilderbergBilderbergBilderberg

Bilderberg

Groupe'sGroupe'sGroupe's

Groupe's

finalfinalfinal

final

aimaimaim

aim

has been conserving their aristocracyaristocracyaristocracy

aristocracy

regimeregimeregime

regime

(＝ANTI-REVOLUTIONANTI-REVOLUTIONANTI-REVOLUTION

ANTI-REVOLUTION

),.but is not establishing democracy.

＊injusticeinjusticeinjustice

injustice

＝9/11 is ownplaying terror by USA-themselves.

⑶They have entirely been emitting huge amount of CO2, even though they have been

being faced with fatal climate reality.

⑷AAA

A

civilizationcivilizationcivilization

civilization

causingcausingcausing

causing

ownownown

own

extinctionextinctionextinction

extinction
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After all,stupid but narrow greedy would make people blind for their fatal global future.

⑸The most naive and poor,but stablestablestable

stable

economyeconomyeconomy

economy

regimeregimeregime

regime

is locallocallocal

local

self-sufficientself-sufficientself-sufficient

self-sufficient

one.

While global trading one by interdependent divisional work is vulnerable in crisises.

⑹Bailing out of fatal debt nations would cause more dangerous debt with higher interest.

Neglecting zerozerozero

zero

sumsumsum

sum

theoremtheoremtheorem

theorem

in finance "total"total"total

"total

sumsumsum

sum

ofofof

of

debtdebtdebt

debt

＝totaltotaltotal

total

sumsumsum

sum

ofofof

of

bond".bond".bond".

bond".

Decreasing one'sdebt is equivalent to decreasing someone's moneytary asset.Then

wealthy's bond was converted to sovereign one from private banks in their cirsis.

Consequently nation was to be weaken when nation people want nation support.

⑺"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The largest are kept by publicpublicpublic

public

incredulityincredulityincredulity

incredulity

."

Marshall McLuhan,Canadian researcher and author (1911-1980)

http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html

⑻By divisional specializing in high education and insideous deception skills in mass media,

people become more ignorant on matters which is essentially necessary for them. .

⑼As time goes on with technology developping,people are to be more watched and more

controlled unconsiously by powers(corporates and public authority).

⑽As time goes on with technology developping,war death statistics become more and more.

20th century is thethethe

the

mostmostmost

most

massacremassacremassacre

massacre

eraeraera

era

in mankind history.Then what will become future?.

⑾Decent ReligionReligionReligion

Religion

andandand

and

thethethe

the

PropheciesPropheciesProphecies

Prophecies

are valid in recent science view point.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

http://upsidedownworld.org/
http://www.syti.net/Topics2.html
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
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Above all,people weakened by devidenningdevidenningdevidenning

devidenning

bybyby
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powerpowerpower

power

is fatal.Politics belongs to power

which could be gained only by people'speople'speople's

people's

massivemassivemassive

massive

politicalpoliticalpolitical

political

solidaritysolidaritysolidarity

solidarity

...

.

Then the kernel of

solidarity could be accomplished only by people'speople'speople's

people's

massivemassivemassive

massive

consensusconsensusconsensus

consensus

ononon

on

thethethe

the

factfactfact

fact

.

Why has people been defeating at now in the world ?.Due to author's observation,

⑴InternalInternalInternal

Internal

BetrayingBetrayingBetraying

Betraying

by selfish(each individual and organization)interest is the worst.

⒜People in higher status & income become conservative due to fear for own decline and

isolated from others due to egoismegoismegoism

egoism

and to invisiblyinvisiblyinvisibly

invisibly

beingbeingbeing

being

manipulatedmanipulatedmanipulated

manipulated

.

Those are called LeadingLeadingLeading

Leading

Elite'sElite'sElite's

Elite's

CorruptionCorruptionCorruption

Corruption

. <<conspiracyconspiracyconspiracy

conspiracy

>>

⒝People in lower status & income is also easy to be bribed,decieved and threatenned.

They belong to certain organizations where they encounter suppressing power.

⒞MassiveMassiveMassive

Massive

People'sPeople'sPeople's

People's

SOLIDARITYSOLIDARITYSOLIDARITY

SOLIDARITY

has unique tool against powers(ANTI-BETRAYINGANTI-BETRAYINGANTI-BETRAYING

ANTI-BETRAYING

).

People must make really reliable colleague group for decisivelydecisivelydecisively

decisively

mutualmutualmutual

mutual

supportingsupportingsupporting

supporting

.

They must be disciplineddisciplineddisciplined

disciplined

in co-living in tough enviroments by mutual supporting.

＊the Bible,Acts,4:32 The group of those who believed were of one heart and mind,and no

one said that any of his possessions was his own, but everything was held in common.

＊the Bible,Ephesians. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places.6:13Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

＊Al Quran,3. Al-i-’Imran http://www.alquran-english.com/3-al-i-imran/

003.175 M.H.SHAKIRM.H.SHAKIRM.H.SHAKIR

M.H.SHAKIR

: It is only the Shaitan that causes you to fear from his friends, but do

not fear them, and fear Me if you are believers.

＊Sun Tzu, LAYING PLANS:::

:

The Moral Law causes the people to be in complete accord with their leader, so that they

will follow him regardless of their lives, undismayed by any danger.

＊The Bible,1 John,5:3 http://bible.org/netbible/

5:3 For this is the love of God: that we keep his commandments. And his commandments

do not weigh us down,

Note all of "the Bible,Al Quran and the Sun-Tzu" told something similar(＝truth !!!).

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
http://www.alquran-english.com/3-al-i-imran/
http://www.alquran-english.com/3-al-i-imran/
http://bible.org/netbible/
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＊OverwhelmingOverwhelmingOverwhelming

Overwhelming
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ruling
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commercialcommercialcommercial

commercial

massmassmass

mass

media(TV,newspaper,magazine,internet)media(TV,newspaper,magazine,internet)media(TV,newspaper,magazine,internet)

media(TV,newspaper,magazine,internet)

has effectively been largelargelarge

large

scalescalescale

scale

deceptiondeceptiondeception

deception

against people.See [[[
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⑺. A lie would
become true by repeating 100 times or by its larger sacale.These effectiveness had

hiddenly been well studied since the NAZIS era to that of CIA(MI6).Therefore we should not

see TV programs except weather forcasting and soccer games.News in TV should be seen

with utmost caution for being deception or silence in peculiar political facts.

＊hiddenhiddenhidden

hidden
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secretssecretssecrets

secrets
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science

andandand

and

technology.technology.technology.

technology.

Scientists are usually employed by rich public organization ruled by nation ruler.Losing job

in them,or supressing on their study are threatenning for them.Outstanding opinion in their

society might be also unfavourable. So to say,carrot and whip rules them.Being scientist is

high status so they seems to tend to worry about not to get involved with troubles. For

example,they seems to not wish becoming climateclimateclimate

climate

scientistscientistscientist

scientist

thethethe

the

HEAVYHEAVYHEAVY

HEAVY

DUTYDUTYDUTY

DUTY

in Japan.

Instead they seems to wish becoming geologist or astronomist in fantasic geo-science.
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>>

As is authors view,UN seems to be oftne injustice due to strong infulence by power nations.

The international opinion is often operated by western mass media in power nations.
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As was told by M.Gandhi,the,the,the

,the

movementmovementmovement

movement
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with
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thethethe

the

mostmostmost

most

braverybraverybravery

bravery

.This methods seems also overwhelmingly superior than anything in

moneymoneymoney

money

andandand

and

moralmoralmoral

moral

.To effectivelly install this ,policepolicepolice

police

andandand

and

militarymilitarymilitary

military

menmenmen

men

must org LABOURLABOURLABOUR

LABOUR

UNIONUNIONUNION

UNION

who can decleare we don't want to be illegaly ordered to suppress our fellows !!!.

-The-The-The

-The
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typical

favoritefavoritefavorite

favorite

tricktricktrick

trick

againstagainstagainst

against

personpersonperson

person

nonnonnon

non

favorablefavorablefavorable

favorable

ininin

in

CIACIACIA

CIA

plot-plot-plot-

plot-

They are fundamentaly plotplotplot

plot

senariosenariosenario

senario

writerswriterswriters

writers

for actorsactorsactors

actors

and stagesstagesstages

stages

with the behindsbehindsbehinds

behinds

.

⒜traget man is to flame up as bad guy bymoney,sex,failuremoney,sex,failuremoney,sex,failure

money,sex,failure

ororor

or

injusticeinjusticeinjustice

injustice

actactact

act

scandalscandalscandal

scandal

.

There aremanipulatedmanipulatedmanipulated

manipulated

actorsactorsactors

actors

around the target whose acts has been being watched.

So called falsefalsefalse

false

flagflagflag

flag

operationoperationoperation

operation

is often used to make war against target nation.

⒝thus the target man(nation) is to be accused by people brain washed by the mass media.

Consequently personpersonperson

person

nonnonnon

non

favorablefavorablefavorable

favorable

forforfor

for

CIACIACIA

CIA

is to be dropped down from the stage.

＊The ruler usually imposes mass media(subordinate) a handlinghandlinghandling

handling

publicpublicpublic

public

opinionopinionopinion

opinion

of today.

Then expert could anticipate their intention(forcastingforcastingforcasting

forcasting

ononon

on

publicpublicpublic

public

opinionopinionopinion

opinion

handlinghandlinghandling

handling

).

This is extremely serious as weather one in critical world of today.
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＊economists,militaryeconomists,militaryeconomists,military

economists,military

officers,policyofficers,policyofficers,policy

officers,policy

makers,.........makers,.........makers,.........

makers,.........

＊engineersengineersengineers

engineers

andandand

and

geoscientistsgeoscientistsgeoscientists

geoscientists
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ReferenceReferenceReference

Reference

：

⑴Please Listen Following the Prophecy Musics.

⒜Save the children by Marvin Gaye(USA) in album "What's going on",1971.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B89vf_3CawM

⒝Jumping Jack flash by the Rolling Stones(UK),1968.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7tD_z30leo

⒞"Taward the flame(Vers la Flamme)" by Alexandre Scriabine(Russia) in 1914.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

⑵Brazilian Prophet Jucelino Nóbrega da Luz the strongest Climate Alarmist.

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/english/index.htm

⑶M.J.Benton,When Life Nearly Died(the Great Mass Extinction of All Time),

Thames &Hudson,2003,UK<......the past extinction history by Methan Catastrophe>.

田中優,地球温暖化/人類滅亡のシナリオは回避できるか,扶桑社,2007.

<The time left for the countermesure is less than 10 years !?>

⑷⑸⑹World sites of emergent zero emission.Note Africa and Australia(⑷planetextinction.

com) are the first nations encoutered seriousness of climate change crisis(CCC).

http://www.planetextinction.com/

http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/

http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/

⑺Risk of abrupt or irreversible changes Anthropogenic warming could lead to some impacts

that are abrupt or irreversible, depending on rate and magnitude of the climate change{p53}.

http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf

⑻"No one can say right now whether that will take years, decades or hundreds of years,"

she said. But onecannot rule out sudden methane emissions.

http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,547976,00.html

⑼See P49/51 which seems to sujest both ..........

http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/presentations/hydrates_paris6.pdf

⑽What will climate change do to our planet? :This is our future - famous cities are

submerged, a third of the world is desert, the rest struggling for food and fresh water.

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece (no link at now)

http://www.777true.net/What-will-climate-change-do-to-our-planet.pdf (Japanese tr)

This was unique,only,first and last site having revealed terrific reality of people'speople'speople's

people's

daylydaylydayly

dayly

lifelifelife

life

ininin

in

thethethe

the

comingcomingcoming

coming

wildwildwild

wild

climateclimateclimate

climate

(hell(hell(hell

(hell

world)world)world)

world)

.Maybe,in the later, he recongnized non-being of

upper 2℃ world,which might have made no link at now.However,reader had better to read

full paper.It could not be too sufficient saying that withoutwithoutwithout

without

imaginationimaginationimagination

imagination

ofofof

of

comingcomingcoming

coming

cilimatecilimatecilimate

cilimate

realityrealityreality

reality

is having been allowing idle in countermeasure against climate becoming wild.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B89vf_3CawM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7tD_z30leo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/english/index.htm
http://www.planetextinction.com/
http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/
http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,547976,00.html
http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/presentations/hydrates_paris6.pdf
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece
http://www.777true.net/What-will-climate-change-do-to-our-planet.pdf


⑾Prediction report of ice cover diminishing in 2013 in Arctic.

http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/2008/03/24/Dr-Wieslaw-Maslowski-ice-freesummer-

arctic-2013-or-sooner-loss-of-reflectivity-non-linear

⑿神代康隆,神の計画書「黙示録大予言」,学研.1983,Tokyo.

Mankind has been being cospired to be extincted by some secret mad cult.

Prophecy is not accurate predicting,but has been being conspired to be realized so.

⒀Hitler'sHitler'sHitler's

Hitler's

grievousgrievousgrievous

grievous

predictionpredictionprediction

prediction

ononon

on

futurefuturefuture

future

worldworldworld

world

(Japanese).

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04 <the some extractions>

＊After 1989,mankind would have gotten more and more diverged into two type.

One are less but new type rulers and the other are most, but ruled.

＊NAZIS would have been defeated.

＊Then reincurnated NAZIS military with strong ally would have come.They would have

come with catastrophe of revenging by nature.It is this ultimate goal.

＊Mankind would have been terribly revenged from nature.Climate would have diverged into

two type of fever heat and severe cold,heat and ice,big floods and big draughts,which would

have attacked alternatively.

＊In January 2039,mankind would have evolved to something else,but not mankind.

Or they would have been extincted.

(author)☞:Hilter's basic ideology was eugenicseugenicseugenics

eugenics

and the NAZISNAZISNAZIS

NAZIS

was the realization.Note the

military industry complex with CIA are just the reincunated NAZIS.The operation paper cilipp,

after the war, imported to USA many NAZIS person who had reincurnated the NAZIS in USA.

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01 <the some extractions>

＊I will tell you what future society would have revealed.At first,filtered aristocrat class would

have revealed by survival struggles.And there would be new middle class,ignorant public,

new type of slave,mass for serving others,notnotnot

not

becoming-adultbecoming-adultbecoming-adult

becoming-adult

collectivecollectivecollective

collective

. And there

would be newnewnew

new

aristocrat,aristocrat,aristocrat,

aristocrat,

special leader upon such them. In this way,there would have

established new class regime in domestic and abroad by hegemony struggle process.And

then EasternEasternEastern

Eastern

wouldwouldwould

would

havehavehave

have

becomebecomebecome

become

gianticgianticgiantic

giantic

exprerimentalexprerimentalexprerimental

exprerimental

landslandslands

lands

....As the consequence,

new Europian social order were to be created(the words told to Rauschning).

(author)☞:The Eastern may be Japan the isolated prison nation for variousvariousvarious

various

experimentsexperimentsexperiments

experiments

.

Historically Japan had been nation without being invaed by nothing effort,so they are too

naive to protect exterior temptation or isideous manipulation by Western.And also recent

western nation people seems to have become well resemble to betrayer and tail wagging

Japanese. Hitler loved dog because they hate own fellow and are obedient to master.

http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/2008/03/24/Dr-Wieslaw-Maslowski-ice-freesummer-arctic-2013-or-sooner-loss-of-reflectivity-non-linear
http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/2008/03/24/Dr-Wieslaw-Maslowski-ice-freesummer-arctic-2013-or-sooner-loss-of-reflectivity-non-linear
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html

